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Commentary to support marking

Subject: ENGLISH B                                                                        

Paper component: EXTENDED ESSAY                                           

Language: ENGLISH

Exam session: MAY 2018

Essay Category: 3

Essay: 32 A

Criterion Mark Out of Justification

A 6 6 The topic is communicated accurately and effectively. The RQ is 
clearly worded and focused, and the purpose is explained. These are 
relevant and appropriate to English B. The methodology is complete 
and there is a good range of relevant sources. The cover page gives all 
the required information and the TOC sets out the structure of the 
essay.

B 5 6 Knowledge and understanding of the author’s purpose and of the 
novels is excellent. The resources are used effectively to support the 
points made. Literary terminology is generally accurate  
(“narratee”?), and the language is sophisticated and clear.

C 11 12 Research is very good. The structure of comparing the two novels 
concurrently makes the argument balanced. Analysis of the texts 
themselves, with original and independent arguments, shows good 
insights. This leads to effective discussion, well supported by 
evidence from the texts. Material from the secondary resources is 
integrated well. The conclusion sums up neatly.

D 4 4 All aspects of the presentation are very good.

E 6 6 Engagement is excellent – reflections are evaluative, showing the 
process of planning and selecting the topic and material to be 
investigated. The candidate made well-considered choices of texts 
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and planning. This shows a high degree of intellectual and personal 
engagement, genuine intellectual initiative and independence of 
thought.

Total: 32 34 This is one of the best essays from this session. The topic shows a 
mature understanding of literature, techniques and themes, and an 
original approach to the novels. Research skills are very good; 
independent investigation adds value, and all points are convincingly 
supported by evidence. Language and terminology are used 
accurately. Presentation and structure are very good. The RPPF shows 
excellent engagement. In fact, in all criteria, this essay shows 
excellence of performance.


